VISHWKARMA GOVERNMENT ENGINEERING COLLEGE,
CHANDKHEDA
A Report on 9th Annual Convocation, GTU Report on Participation in Webinar
on 'Sustainability and Environment' organized by GTU

Name of
Department/Organizer
Date & Time

:

NSS VGEC

:

31st August, 2020, 12:00pm to 01:30pm,.

Venue
No of Participants

:
:

WebEx and Face book
50

Objective of the Event

'We do not inherit the earth from our ancestors; we borrow it from
our children'.
This quote impels the GTU to organize a webinar and take an initiative. A
webinar was organized on 31st August, 2020, Monday from 12:00pm to
01:30pm on the topic and was taken live 'Sustainability and
Environment'.
It was organized on WebEx and was taken live through the widely used
social media platform - Face book. Around 50 people joined the
webinar. The Main orator or speaker of the webinar was Dr. Ramesh
Gautam. In the Webinar, Dr. Ramesh Gautam spoke about clean and
green environment. He talked in detail about healthy and wealthy Indian
society. He talked that how in ancient India, safes or rishis gave the
importance to the environment. The panchtatva, jal i.e. Water, vayu
i.e. Air, agni i.e. Fire, akash i.e. Sky and prithvi i.e. Earth were
considered as dieties. The forest is home of many herbal plants for
example Tulsi. It can be said as a medicinal plant. Nowadays, in modern

day agriculture, farmer does farming by single rop system due to
which crop has to suffer from diseases. He talked about the benefits as
well as the limitations of modern day agriculture.
The NSS Program Officer, Dr. Alpesh Dafda, coordinator of NSS GTU
was also present in the webinar and was thankful to the Vice Chancellor
of Gujarat Technological University, Dr. Navin Sheth. Navin sir said, 'The
greatest threat to our planet is the belief that someone else will save it',
And it is true enough that we should take the initiative and work on it. He
was proud enough that GTU took that initiative. Alpesh Dafda sir
encouraged by saying, 'If you don't like the way the world is, you change
it. One step at a time’s in continuation of Navin sir's words. Dr. K. N.
Kher, the registrar of GTU also appreciated the effort and a clear idea
about human life by saying, 'Spend some time outdoors exploring where
you live. When you love your home, you'll fight harder to protect it.'
NSS VGEC also enthusiastically took part in it. Students attentively
attended the webinar and gained the fruitful.
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